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THE ELECTNIC GATEKEEPER: gDITING

ON THE COPX/i;ESK OF A METROPOLITAN VEWSPAI3ER

Without ouestion the newspaper industy has experinced vas

technological changes-in the past decade with incorporation of the puler

into ne'wsrooms and composing rooms. Computerization has affected a

.departments, from circulation to adve'itising to news and editorial.

Newsrooms are often carpeted with little or no noiSe in contrast to the

tiled or wooden floors and constant clatter of typewriters just a few

years ago. Electronic/editing systems have replacedAhe manual typeWriter,

pencils, erasers, scissors, and glue pots. TV modern reporter and copy

editor woitic today on aN silent ,electronic device known as the video

display terminal.

Numerous mass coMmunication theorists have written about the possible

effects of such technology on all communication behavior. :Their arguments

are, in general, that technological, innovations change the communication

process. McLuhan state& that the predecessox. Of the VDT in the newsroom,

the typewriter, caused "an vltirely new attitude to the written and print

word." He also wrote that the typewriter, once in Use, had an explosive char-

acter. which had an immediate effect on regulating writillg mechanics. He

pointed out that perceptions of the typewriter's effects were so influ-

1,

entialfupon newspapers that the typewriter was given a."lukewarm reception

AP
tor some time after 3js development.° Carpenter believed that the.medium

e

is a major part of4the-message. ". . .(E)ach commillication channel
. e

codifies reality differently and thus influences, to a surprising degree,
s.

thp client of the message communicated," he wrota.2 The emergence of

various forms of mass communication.affect the societies in which they

I
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develop, theorist'S hav indicated, as well. Among this group are De Fleur

and Ball-Rokeach, who look not only at how the media affect society, but

offe'r thoughts about new.technology and how it affects.the media. De Fleur

and Ball-Rokeach be ieVe the time-shared computer will be one technological

development which ill alter the communication process and the communicator,

411.

illustrating this ith.the computer ehuipped with video display paneis.3

Video display p s, known in the newspaper newsroom as video display
4

terminals 1 'are major components in electronic editing and.reporting

f

systems. Stuclyk f these devices has not kept pace with the developing

technology,
.

an the literature is thin:-

Study,of he impact of t9Chnology on communication, electronic
-

technology su h as the video display terminal in particular, should

examine the iT role in newsroom activity involving reporting and

editing. 0 clear area of inquiry is that of gatekeepers, those individuals

who use news technology the mist in the newsroom. A typical copy editor

will perfo m most gatekeeping tasks at the VDT. Fields sAdied the types

of tasks rformei4 by the copy editor and deternitned that copy editors

using co entional papeT ind pencil edfting devoted the greatest portIon

of their

was the

ime to editing local copy. He 1.so found that headline writing

eeond greatek time-consuming task.4 Copy editors are faced with many

tasks l olving news cop-y. The literature documents these thoroughly, and thesp

not witiire discussion here.

at has not yet been document6d in the literature is the activity

th coPy ed/tor as a gatekeeper using an electronic.editing system.'

This tudy attempts to record through first hand observation:

1) 'Directly observable behavior in a natural setting - Chat is,

yhqt the copy editor sa:ys to other cop3f editOrs and what his physical

ge

(1,
I.
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activity is at the video display'terminal during the gatekeeping.4.process
0-

as well as other times.

IP

(2) Impressions as thley occur in the form of infierences aboupogate-

1

\,

keepers perceptions, motiv'es, and feelings.

.0, f
../

,
Furthermore, the stu'dy attempts to answer the following specific re-

aearch questions about electronit editing:

(1) In wliat form do newsistories.move Nrough Ske decision gaes?

What are the roles of hard (paper) copy and soft (electronic) copy in'

-gatekeeper, decisions?

(2) Has electronic editing affected gatekeeping decision procesges?

(3) What are thelmajor copy editor tasks completed on the video dis-
t

play terminal? What malor.copy editor tasks are comPleted employing .

pencil and/or paper?

Method

The study was conducted dt a;newspaper utilizing one of the largest,

electroni reporting and editing-,syskems in the .nation. An afternoon daily',

The Milwaukep JouinA% depends on four Hendrix 3400 sy'stems which

became operative May.24, 1976. At the time of the study, there were

seventy-four video display terminals in the newsroom. The copy.desks

divided into metropolitan, state and national desks -- have twenty-three

video display erminals for approximately thirty to thirty-five copy

.

editors and"news editors.

The case study approach to gatekeeping and gatekeeper decision making

has been employed by numerous investigators. Numerous studies4in the lit-

eratute rely on case study,for data collection. Cutlip looked at only four

newspapers while Liebes studied eight.5 Hart, Murray, -and-Stempel

based research stUdies on case anavlyses of metropolitan dailies.6 Aber

.0)
analy.zed selection and rejection Of presseleases

using only three cases.7
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There re numerous examples'of the single case approach to the study

PH
of copY editors.

8

A

Investigation employed field.obserVatian as the primary-methodological

Literature'on field betseAation strategy readlly-points to the advan-

tages it affords.the investigator, including (I) intimate knowledge of

1-ie individuals or group beini.studied,9 (2) modification and change in

exploratory observations,10 (3) natural field.observation with minimum

obsrver influenc on those being.observed," and (4) greater use of

Observer im sions and reaction during the research process.
12

.
Grey used the observation technique to study the decision'paking

tasks of a4 reporter covering the U. S. Supreme Court in Washington. In

7

Grey's wortt, and in this study, a iliary record was kept of observations.

Al Grey no.ted, observatiop procedures obviously are limited in the amount

:

. and quality of information they can acquire.
13 A meeting between the observer

. and the observed was held immediately after the session in an effort.to

enhance data quality and evaluation of data.

A pretest of the observation to eliminate problems in recording
.

data was conducted;-this also Madt thc obserVed journalidts feel more
4

(!omfortable during the actual observatioh Aessio . To lessen possible effects

of the observer, the pnetest was condffted two days prior to the observation

under the pretext of being the actual observation session: The observer

si .

recorded data in a notebook using a set of preprinted schedules. A newsroom

clack was Used to'note the time and.the running account iwas later trans-

cribe'd for analysilo.' A weekend copy desk shift, from 5:45 a.m. until the

end of the second major deadline of ttie day for,the.edition, 11:1:5 a.m.,

(was the time frame of the study. Copy editors working the Satur6,Y morning

shift onFebruary 10, 1979, provided the.situation for data gathering.

6,
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To further examine the editing activity of gatekeepers using the video

display-termknaf on the observation date, a content analysis was conducted

on selected wire stories handled during the editing cycle. Desk activity

/

- prohibited coplete data collection and analysis of,all ItNieq edited on
\

the desk, ut a sample of one story.edited through 'all gates was taken from

each of'the primary copy editors for the two editipns. The content

analysis was.performed to angyze each story.for editing changes,

such as stye, story length, reorganization, rewriting, corrections, combine-

tions of dispatches, and inSertions. A total of four stories at all:gates ---

copy editor, slot editor, and news editor --- was analyzed over

nine content categories.

The national desk of he neyspaper faced two deadlines, with the first

coming at 9%45 a.m. for the Latest I edition, and-at 11:15 a.m. for the 1.aptest

.

II, or final edition. Later in the same day the desk Went through.three

additional deadlines for publication of the SUnday editions. The national

1

desk will produce a substantial amount of the Saturday edition, trrileional

)'

A

policy at The Journal with light news xvins from the.state and local news

AAA:

desks. Carro1,1, the sk(4 editor for the day, arrived at 2:30 a.p. to read

wire copy. His rimistaff is scheduled to arrive a 6:15 x.m. He ie-sorting:. "

-piles of copy -- in typed sheet (hard copy) form provided by a.high.-speed

printer 'connected to Associated Press and United Press.International circuits.

The national desk budget for the day is prorided in the Appenijix.

The Observa0.on

5:50 a.m.---.-,GarrclPsorta hard copy. He..does not-use either of the,-
.$

two VDTs available-to him inside the slot of the copy desk.

5:55---Carrbll complains out loud that there is too alch spot: gews and

notoenough news hole. He continues sorting coply.
400.

* On1L first names are used to assure anonymity of respOndents.

isa

'c
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'6:00Carroll continues sorting copyt, and begins to write headline

ordets.on some storie's. These yill be given.to rim people 'as they arrive.

6:07---.Carroll sits quietly. He is alone, making headline asSignments

on the copy which he has selected for Saturday's:national desk run.

6:14Stuart, a ria copy editor, punches in On a time card, cheeks in,
disappeAs out of the newsroom again.

'

6:15Carrol1 asks an observer about an obitu4cy of poet -Alan Tate.
"Is this guy a biggie?" Carroll then states that he has seen several long
obituaries.in the wire service offerings, and pulls two from The Washington
'Post and The New York Times news services. He finishea sorting his copy,_
and'belgins working on bhe national desk budget at a manual.typewriter kept
near his seat. 'Ibis one of two manual typewriters available for use
by he copydeslts.

I

r

6:21---Carrol1 complains.'that the "...UPI'drives me nuts. I got

twenty write-throughs already on Iran:" He begins to work on the budget

again. He Sorts piles of hard copy as he types.

6:22-:--Xhris, another rim editor,. arrives.. She talks briefly with the

metropolitan editor, then makes a phone call. Sle sits at the copy desk.

6:24---Carroll gives Chris a story slugged IRS, with a two-column,
36-Toint headline order on it. She signs on the VDT, then st9es. She

gets up, saying, sat at that one yesterday and didn't like itP14 She

moves to a different VDT. Before beginning to edit the IRS story, she leaves

the newsroom.
A

6:26Stuart and Chris both- return to their VDTs.

6:27Carroll gives Stuart a st.ory to edit. He signs on.

.6:28---Carroll phts finishing touches to the budget. Stuart leaves

again.

6:29---The Librarian'asks CaA-oll if there are obits to be researche.0

for file art. He ceviews the pile of copy with the librarian and she laVes
to locate art. He_returns to finish the budgqt.

.

6:32---Carroll has finished the. bldget. He goes to the Picture
Dek to check on available art to list on the budget. He read$ through his
budget; makes ,notations on it, and colSies.it. He circles.all Ks on the budget
to indicate that sorde item in the story needs to be changed or updated
if the story goes beyond the next.editionischeduled.15

. , 4

6:35---Chris continues to edit the IRS story.. Stuart is still absent
t from the newaroom. 1

)
6:40---Stuart returns frdm the library with art to accompany and stops

at the Picture Desk to,inform a-picture editor that he could not locate art _

on one indiv,idual. 1
..k

.. ,

a
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6:43---Stuart passes 2long this information to Carroll. He asks Carroll

whieh way vhe would prefer a headline written on the story he is editing

since two majorelements will not fit into the short headline. At this

time, Chris comidetes the IRS story. ....

6:45Chris begins a second story provided by Carroll. Carroll

begins reading eopy, called slotting; which hasiteen sent to him electroRically

by Stuart and Chris..
-

,
6148-7.7-Stuart is given the Bhutto story, and is told to keep the length

at teR inches. Carroll and Stuart exchange thoughts about the Bhutto story for

dr moment.

6:52---A newsroom messenger brings a handful of wire service cor to a

basket in front of Carroll. In the last hour, apprOximately two dozen

stories are run for national desk.16 The copy rests in the basket without

Carroll's attention.
.

,

6:53---Stuart.and Carroll discuss the Shang story, with Stuart noting

that it had been in an earlier Friday edition. Carroll corrects the error

in the budget. Editing continues)

6:56---Librarian returns with art from files for obituaries.

7:01--,-Chris stops in mid story to get eoffee.

7:067Chris ieturns; Ruth arrives on news desk.

41

7:07Carroll stops slotting to review latest wire trim. He sorts

this hard copy into piles. Stuart starts on headline for Bhutto story, a

one-column124=point italic, three-line. He uses the hard copy, and not

the VDT vervitiorb 6or review to write the headline.

rTiiews Friday's States edition werset with photo

copies ok the actual type, but does not use the electronic system.

7:12---Carroll and Stuart go over possibilities for Stuart to edit.

After deciding to wait on the Oil story, because a-Journal reporter is

being sought to reiriew it, Stuart takes the Estate story. Crroll hands

him a collection.of wire copy for tN story.

7:14---Stuart reads thtough the.wire service versions of the Estate

copy. He does not call up the electronic versiOn to judge the cOnteht of

each Story. .

t

7:20---Chis A given the Tate obit, She leaves the newsroom briefly.

7.:24---She returns, speaks briefly to Ruth, IF assistant

Chris then begins to read the Ta4e hard copy.

7:27---Carroll r9ads Bhutto in slotting rols:' Sends to news editor.

Chris and RUth talk about the death of a Los es Times reporter in Iran.

415

7:30---Roger, another rim cqpy 4ditor, arr s to start work on tAm.

He sits at the same VDT which Chri refus0 to.operate.
g
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7:33-dother wire trim is brought to the desk.

8

g4/
4

7:34---Chris and Roger talk about Tate; Roger.signs on, and electroni-

cally reads on his VDT the same story Chris is editing.

7:36---Roger is given several wire shorts for the briefs page slugged

Britsain, Refugees, and Italyt

' 7:38---Chris and Roger Ureak forcoffee.

7:40Carroll gives Stuart the Oil ;tory, stating thae the lead should

not cause problems; according to Ruth.

7:41---Carroll soris.new wire copy. He remarks that there has been'

more copy on Iran transmitted br the wire services. He sorts the,copy.

Chris and Roger return to their VDTs.,

7:4---Roger opens electronic versions of the news briefs and begins

editing one.%,

-17:46---A VDT in the nearby sports department malfunetions, attracting

the attention of the copy editors on the national and loCal copy desks.

Copy editorkare moment§rily fascinated by the repetitive pattern printed on

the Screen.by. the VDT.18 But as quickly as it happened; the makfunction,

is corrected after a telephone call to the computer center on the next

f r. The cop editors return attention to their screens, with Chris

ing that it had happened to her once before.

7:51---Roger asks:anyone who hears-him on the desk about proper

crediting style for a news service seldom used. Carrol-Lis unsure; Stuart-

confirms proper usage.

7:53Chris asks Roger about splitting credit lines for wire sArices

at the top of stories. The discussion of proper format consumes several

minutes. f

7:56---Carroll sorts copy in the basket. He notes a story slugged

urgent, but does nothing, more than read it through since it.is on Iran.

He holds up a large pile.of wire copy on Iran for the rim to see. He then

talks to Roger about the Iran situation.

7:58---Chris asks about a style matter,in crediting a 1964 photo of

Tate. She asks how to.write it. Carroll helps het solve the problem.

8:00---A list of photograph cutlines tO be.edited ariives from the Picture

sk.

8:03Carroll tells,Roger he will handle all .1.ran.copy for the day.

But Carroll first givep Roger the Strike story to edit,

84!---40ger reads haid copy on the New Orleans strike. He then key-

punches the VDT to find the story by using atar.searcti an.electonic

search for y story in the computer system. 'The story appears;.he begini

to edit ile(
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8:05Carroll gives:F-039i the d4y's China copy. He summarizes it

for a moment for guartfr,;-k:liVking out't e highlights. He instructs Stuart .

to place material 'on f6ati4Ola at the en& of the story. 'Stuart begins reading

Ifc,,4 -,` ic
.

.the China copy."
'I'c: yi' ,-

8:08---Thie natrni:d phowrings. Carrollsanswers, but says very

little. He .remai'4n 418
..,

lne fo# about five minutes.

8:13---He'hani* up,:dfile summarizesipe call for Stuart, since it affects
, /

the Ehina story,e40.TeT More wtr-, e copy arrives at the basket,.

r;)

A i 4 *

,
.

.

13,:15f,y'aik.g Stuart to holce/off on the China stvy for a while after

.i

an initiAl. nquiry about progress in editing it. He then talke'.to ChriS\

about Tat1e fp,wopders if the clIPS in the library should ize checked for

a looa/ irksei4n. He then gives -ptuart briefs to*dit on Economy, Dole,

_And FTp, whiltlwaiting on China.
s

. ,/1 -t
I .

8:16---:A 's"!tory sluned Farmers is-given to Chris. Carroll then reads

throughlomeLhAtd copy momentarily.- .

4 .imi

8
. ,

,01.:- trt reads the hard copy versions of the%
briefs copy.

.-

8:20-=i-Ro er finishes Strike.story.
Fl .

Carroll looks at clips copies

fruit
libr4Y-oh Tate and ,determines Tate spoke two or three times in

Milcipukee:,. #'

9

1

8:2l--J-goger starts to work on Morris copy before he takes Iran.

8:i4---Garro1l reads.,through more hard copy ip the slot.

8;25,--*Carroii receives another telephone call, which lasts only seconds.

Carrol1,,s.ys nothing.
20

8430---Roger finishes Morris story. He and Carroll then start to go

through, thklarge quantity of Iran materi* together, agd_determine the,

best' wIlltedit it. "Not much politics today," CarrolWrs. "Just

,snootin ." Hager takes.the Morris cutline to edit, znd completes the task

before 1)egining the Iran story.

--.

8:32---Roger begins editing electronkszrsion of Iran.

rim is Involyed in uninterflpted edilOng with deadline

jnearilk. First editfOn deadline pf the day is an hour away.

-
8:,44---Carroll calls the .national editor at home. TheY discuss

the staff story,from Washington. ./

847---.Wire copy placed in basket by messenger. Carroll, busy slottIng

fini'sfledircopy,.has not noticed the new wir'd copy.

8.:50---,The.reporter Zalls back from IJ hingtonl Carroll inswerS. They

Calk for a moment, then'Carroll transfers thelcall to a nearby steno-

grapher who begins To take dictation. Ile- nographer is seated ht a.VDT,

and keypunches the 'btory into Ow eldlting systet. Carroll.continues slotting.

a I,
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8:1---Ctirroli ehdcks on Chris'. statUi, 61 assigns her to han4e a.

.

. 4 !
number-Of hews briefs, including Marvin. e also Jildhdles Police, a rewrite '

..'14. 'of short stori,es'involvang artests:and oth r police activity,.
. / -- , ..

-..

. , - -
. . .

,F.,-

: 8:527,--Roger:fili'ishes the Iran StorY, Begips'working,on the 11,ad1ine.
.

t.

Fipishes the h.eadlinet*-about twb minutes.
. .

. .
43:54---Rener teek.ves ,phree briefs to' edit: .Carter, Canal; -ana

:,.. -_-. . _

. ,. :Jorture. 116:opens one and starts editing it.
f . ,

.) O
' e VA

. .
..

1
N,A,

,

it .8.157-A copy .editor from-the loal.desk askd Carroll about his'

. morning budget Story sl..ggged Chrter. Rogell. answers the.question.since he

handled the.stobi the day betores. 4 .

'7''---

:

T - 't
.

..'

- 8:52---The news arrives qtt news desk.
4 %

s

9:04Stuart asks -if he should resume editing China after completing,

the brief he had been' assigned, Carroll says'that it would be okay i hoe .

avoids the Taiwan aspect for th'e: moment. Stuart Says that will he no problOm.
-4

r

9:05---The reporter i4aptill givihg dictatio to the stenographer, but

'Stuart works on the China copy.

9:07---A press release'on foreign trade is broughtto the basket on tHe 0

wire desk by a messenger.' Carroll ignores it.

9:I2---Another set of wire copy is delivered to the desk. Agilin;

Carroll ignores it as he is consumed in,.,slotting.

9:13---Carroll cfeans ouethe in-basket for coPy. He sorts it.

Included in the set of stories is An update on.lran,. which he passes'

to Roger. ,,Roger glances at it. c'

9:14---He finds another Iran story to give Roger. ROger?looks it

.over, and returns toghis VDT to work on theCorture brief. In a.moment

Roger announces that he is finished with Tortare. At this time, Carroll,

"who is reviewing the pile of wire cOpy, finds a new lead on the .Isiew Orleans

police.strike story. He gives it to Roger, who reads it in hard copy

form. VI suppose< I ought to sub this," he says to Carroll. Cdrroll turns

to Ruth and tells hei there will be a new police strike story,

9:15---Roger starts to work on. the substitute story. Ee checks the

Original version on his VDT. He again decides that the new Nersion is best.

"It's short anyway," he' tells Carroll.

'9:16=--Roger writes a memo to the composing room to substitute

a new Strike story for the old one for the upcoming edition. He decides

to call the new story Strik2.
0'

O.

.

9:I7---Roger begins editing Strik2 from scratch. He uses none of the in-
formation from.the original version°,in the system.

.9%19Carroll asks Stuareabout the status of China. Stuart reports

the current Story length at thirteen column inehes, and is told this to be

acceptable. Staart then locates the unedited electronic version of the

12 -
4
t

a
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stafr story before finishing China, . He reads the Crter.story.

41

AP'

11

9:20-7-Cartibll asks. Chris the status 'of Polie.e. Hestells her that,

she will db People, i-oundup story -on-celebtities; when Police

is finished.
e

9:21---Chris finishds ana tells Carioll.

. 9:22---Chfts begins People. Carroll;and Chris.talkib4er.the content

of People. She askS a question about style. '!Regular -every day (style)?"

she asks. "Dot-dot-dot," he Answers.n. te?,

9:24---Roger finishes Aint"edt of Strik2 and writes a meal() for the

slot aria news editors Which tops the story).n all caps .type: "ALL NEW."
A

He starts on the headline on the story.

9:25--- Roger says he is ready-for a new story. Carroll responds

quickly; giving him Shock.

9:27---While Roger works on Shoot, Carroll slots Strik2 and finds

a questionable name Ipelling. He asks Roger to double check the spelling

of phe name of the mayor of New'Orleans. He checks the hard copy and

verifies the version to be correct. .

9:29---News editor for this edition, Ruth, asks Carroll: presume

you'll have some kind of Strike story?" Carroll: "Yes, it's Strike Two.

You'll have it in 4 minute." Chris,finishes People.

9:30---Page one headline orders are provided to Carroll by the make.,

up editor.. Carroll instrdcts rim people on new headline orders on stories

which apply. Some'headlfnes will have to be rewritten. Fifteen minutes

ta first dea4line.

9:33---The reporter in Washington calls to make cOntent changei- in

the Carter stOry. Additional wire copy is dropped into the basket, but

Carroll does not react to the.new copy.

9:34---C%rroll sits at his VDT and makes content changes in Carter.

He tells the Washington reporter that the story'still reads okay. He haniS

u0 thd phone and returns to slotting copy.

9':35---Roger and Chris finish their ediiing. They read Friday's

esation and talk about make-up on-the page. A story' with a split follow-

up story has drawn their aitention.

'9:39- Carroll asks the rim people for jump words for their page one

stories. All respond quickly.

1.1

.9:40-9:451---All rim peoPle work onremaining late headline order's.

9:457Latest I deadline arriveS. Desk pace quickens with some copy

still unfinished.
V.
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9:46---More headline orders come for Chris, who gives one to Stuart to

ease thVload.

i:474---Roger writes an IRS headline afte'r Carroll suggests that be help

.gbris with it. Stuart notes that there is alreaft a.2-36 headline on ehe

story he is*handling, and suggests that-it be spread oVer fbur columns for

the 4-36.11e was supposed to write. Carroll consents. Roger reads IRS ,

throughout-in its electronic, form to help Chri4'with the headliti.e with dead-

line two minutes past.

9:48---Chrig gives up on improving the Foo0eadline,%saying that there

t be a better headline, but she Gannot get it. Roger still works on the

RS headline.4

9:50---Carroll clears out incoming copy basket. He notes that there ts

still more new Iran copy. He notes the situation is grave. The Washington

reporter calls again. Carroll passes the phone to Stuart to make another

change inehe story on Cart4r. A' sentence is added on the electronic version

after Stuart takes.a moment to find it in the systei.

9:52---Roger works on Food headline. He sends a version in electronic

form to Carroll to appraise. :Roger thenyalks arofind the desk to Carroll's

VDT and the pair work on the headline together.

.9:53---Stuart hangs up. He finis1;es an insert in the story and sends

it to the slot.

9:54---Ruth askd if the desk.is clear of copy.. One headline remainS,

Carroll responds. Min; minutes past deadline.

9:56---Chris finishes Farm headloine, Carroll reads it in his queue and s,

makes a change after consulting Chris. Roger still tries a better headline

on Food. He finishes one, and electronicallk sends it to Carroll. Carroll

is lousy looking through a pile of hard copy and.never checks his VDT --- he

lets it OA inadvertently in a queue. It never makes the edition.

10:00---The desk pace has eased. Chris leaves the desk. Stuart surveys

some hard sopy at his NiDT.

10:01---Phone rings. Carroll speaks briefly, hangs up. 'He tells Roger 4-,

.that composing has lost a eutline and that-it needs to be re-sent immediately':

Roger finds in the system on his VDT, punches through a series of commands

and the task is complete.

10:03---Stuart and Carroll talk over the China story.

10:08---The national editor, Carl, arrives.

10:10---Roger begins to work on Monday States edition picture page

cutlines on his VDT.

.10:14---Stuart takes a break by reading hard copy ,on China. Carroll sorts

more hard copy, selecting a tuiber of shOrt filler stories for the Sunday

States edition later ih the day.. He places headline orders an the copy and

leaves them on the desk for anyone on the rim to select and edit. He also

r
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selects_ a number of longer.stories and mafks them for the Accent section

, wit-i; headline orders.22
.

,.
,

.
, .

,
,

1p:15---Pace is slow. barroll hands Roger a photocopy proof.of page one .

for the Latest I edition which he has been-given by the make-dp editor.' They

say nc;thiog. ..
.

.. , *- -^ .

_

.10:16;-7,-,Cairdll,begins' to go:through neig hard c4py., The 9ake-up editor !:

gives a shbrt rundown on a series 0 trims .10Wch were Made during makehp .of

the brie6 page Otain'section, page 35: '
0

10:18---Carroll asks goger to-check the briefs page to make sure the trims

makebe#se,and to handle one-substitution. to do'Tthis, Roger uses the page

pqroof:abd hard,copy, and does not use his VDT.

10:19---Carroll looks at the picture page proof. Suddenly he utters:

oh. Something wrong. here." He quickly turns to his VDT and,calls up

the cutlines for the pieture pagfp. -Hellurries to the Picture Desk.

10:20---Carroll asks Stuart to. straighten out the problem with.the cutlines.'

He tells him that,the.cutlines are set in the wrong type size format:

10:22-7-Carroll reviews more hard copy..

DeSk to clarify the situation on the picture

about the status of Pres2.

Stuart goes to the Picture

page. Ile talks with Ruth
. e

00.

10:25Carroll writes a note for the.composing room on Pres2:

10*26r--Carroll gives Roger additional Iran copy from the'wire services

which notes additional deaths and a new threat of war. Carroll and Roger

talk oiler the new developments using hard copy only,imainting to sections

of the new stottes. .. _

. _ p.
10:27---Telegraph overset from the Latest I-edition is brought to the

national desk by a messenger. Bhutto is among the stories which were not

published.23 - A .

10:33---Carroll revieuts the overset. He creates a list oftmajor oversei.

10:34---Additional wire copy,is brought by a messenger.

10:35---Most rim people are taking a between-dditions break.

10:37---Carrol1 talks to Ruth about major overset stories.

10:38Carroll sorts new wire copy resting in basket.

10:40-7-Headline assignments frqm the make-up editor for Latest II

edition arrive and are passed Ot 'to rim persons who handled specific stories

for Latest I which will change for the next edition. Chris is giiTen the jump

headline for Food; Roger is assigned a jump headline for Strik2.

10:43---Roger completes his changes on the briefs page. He hands the

briefs proof to Carroll with the kill memo attached. It is placed in the,

news editor's basket, and then moves to the composing room by a messenger

15
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and pneumatic tubes. 'Roger begins more 5.4ork On the 'Iran Story.
. .

'

k

A

1 4

10:44---The comOosing'rabm inqutix!ies bi phone 4bont changes on,the briefs-

page for Latest II, Carroll Summarize& thd changes, noting.that there is

an Italy2 tek Italy,- reflecting' an,u4date in the stcity.
.

.

:10145.--=.tarroll begfhs to tsorI a pale of har0 copy. 'Catroll.turns to

t4 read story.- He 'eh:en returns tó-the harkcOpy and.its'sigis,hedlines

to a set of Acdent stories: .=. :'

A
-e

A

10:48---A new wiKe trim ar'rives At the national desk.

/1
assigns.a-ndw 4eadline on Farm Tor the final edition,

'Latest H.

news room to talk
page proof. Carl

the national ed
to Carroll. H
reads throulgh i

or,. leaves a desk on the other side of

iiiill

ks Carroll to'see the Latest 1 briefs

ietly..
t

:lb:51---Carroll sorts'rthe newest wire copy. He finds new copy on.Iran

from UPI and passes it to Roger to reed.

10:52Carl asks Stuart' if he can route'some copy to.fther desks

electronically. Stuart is kiven 'a pile' of hatd,copy with queue designations,

N .and he'begins to e'en them up on the VDT by tape pumber! Each is electronically

rotated and the hard c6py is discarded.

the

II

-

10:55-7Carl approathes Carroll with a change on the briefs page. .They

review the proof, or tear-up, and Carl asks for a specific story to be

swieched---Carroll passes along the task to Stuart. He.then tells Carroll

that he would like to have two overset stories from the Latest I, Bhutto

and Mei, for'the States edition for Sunday---which has a deadline of 4 p.m.

later in th4 day.

10:58Stuart makes the additional revisions on the batfs.page. Chris

is working on the Farm headline and Rokek is completing updating ofIran.

He looks at Farm after sending Iran to Carroll's queue, 'Carrolr slots the

new copy a6 le comes'to his queu6.
.

'11:00Roger starts an a new Iran headlinefor Latest II. He writes the

head after the story has left hit 'queue, but refers to it nevertheless.

Pifteen minutes remain before 019 Latest II deadline. ,

the newsroom from the pressroom.

all persons skim 'the new edition.'

editors a-r. back at their,VDTs

11:04-v-Latest I editionsigrrive in

Wotk on the rim stops momentarily while

But, after less than.a minute, 411 copy
havlling their assigned stories.

11:05---Stuart finishes briefs and thumbs through the paper.

11:08---Chris finishes Farm and is given a seory oh Mort Sahl to edit.24

Roger finishes Iran headlinCand stops to,read ehe Latest I.
/

11:11---Carroll sorts the new ,copy, and passes alvdt anôther Iran update .
. .

16 .
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to Roger% Roger reads it through withouC comment:

15

. .

)
,

.

11:12.---Carl aSks-if any Sunday killers, or Shorts; halie bei!kr.1 ptit out

' the'rim to handle. Facroll says no one has started them,;sp Carl
.

.

.

.
coll cts -the pile of hard'6opy And returns to Nis desk. He promises to returg

. , .

.

.
thenr.as he, leaves. i.::

-

.4.

.

,
11:14-4-dairgll and Rdger declide to review tile days bildfet.25

, .. -11:16-7-Latest IIAdhdline arri'vei .All.Wbrk is corapleted. RimsiS Maught4.
, a

tip in editing and headline writing for the moment, arid relaxes by reading the

Latest I.
c

..s.

.

11:1,9-,--Carroll clegna up around his desk to leave. . Roger moves from the

rim to the slottingloositioill orrthe desk.
.

11:26---Ruth asks Stuart about a typogrchic,error s4e has spotted in Pres2.

Stuart finds the stori inthe system and makela the correction. He is told

before finishing by the news editor that there is a second error to correct.

Stuart makes this change as well. He then re-sends the story to the composing

room without sending the story to another slot editor.

11128-4e-Roger calls composing to antici pate the new4ersion of Pres2.

He tells Carroll that a Fres3 will be arriving soon,in make-up.

11:29---Additional wire copy is brought from the wire room by a mesSenier.

1106---CaA arrives at the national desk and begins reading copy for .

the States edition of the Sunday Nurnal. All'rio persons have left the desk

on lunch break. .

Discussion

.
Nearly six hours after the Observation began, .data gathering is completed.

The day'sevents are shown in the chronological diagram in Figure 1. The

,diagram indicates the nature of gatekeeping tasks performed at the VDT against

the context of the two deadlines during the observationiperiod.26

,Research question One:

Ak*

,

. . c. ,..

.

, (1) In:what form do news stories move through the decision gates? What

.4.

are the roles of hard (paper),copy and soft (electronic) copy in gatekeeper

decisions?
c-.

The copy flow sy tem used by copy editors atThe Jourpal is a Combination

of hard and soft copy. The actual flow begins with hard copy sources,

A
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such as iirinters from United Press Interfiational and Associated Press,

# 4

providing material for the sloi editor, who made selection decisions based

on hard copy as the observation diary indicated--7very early in therday..
/

His selections were then,forwarded 4,n hard'copy form to the rim copy editors%

"IV

.who made-the transition from h4rd to soft copy by editing the electronic,

versions with the hard copy. 'Edited copy- ectron1c4l1y sent ti5 the

slot of the national desk, ;.rhere it is again editedin electionic fohn

.and hard copy Ts no longer an important'part of the copy flow.' From the

national deskIslot, copy is transferred electronically to the news editor,

who reads it, but does not edit it, before sendIng it in'final form toAhe .

* composidg room.

It Is quite clear from this gatekeeping study that the editing System

does not subst4ntially interfere with gatekeeping performed at the'newspaper.,

Whilp it could%occur that such technology would create significant changes

in the flow; or copy movement throughout gates in tAe newsroom as McLuhan
#

and others propose, it does not appear to be a maAr factar.in this step

in the.communication process. In-sart, the system appears to have been

designed to fit the prev4 y sydtem and is only minimally obtru-

/

ihe copy desks, then, did not ave to change to fit.the system.

Research question Two: 6
,

,

(2) Has electronic editing affected gatekeeping decision processes?

DeciSigns regarding selectionland rejection of,news stories are,made by

gatekeeperS at two levelS. The national editor or A substituA will. select

stories.from the wire offerings o .the day and provide the best versions to
. '

the rim-Iusually 4n more than one,version. The second level of selection

.
and rejection is at the tit, Where cOpy editors are given the respon-

sibility of pombining key.elements froM the different stories.

'19
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,The electconic.editing systemtdoes not play an important role ctn either

lever..44 this point, since the national editor selects stories based on hard

copy from the wire services, and the copy editors on the rim working oil assigned
)

stories are selecting base versions to edit.using hard copy ab well.

,Very little.actual gatekeeping is done.using the VD valuation of storAes

4 is most frequenfly 'stil done by use of hard copy. Copy editors and national

editors both depend Upon hard copy for the evaluation process---that is,

making'decisions about what specific elements of selected stories will

be u6ed in 'the published version ofthe story. However, editors do not use

hard copy;for editing; hari copy is used for double checks of,infbrmation

which is edited on the screen---such as when the slot-editor asked a rim

copy editor to verify the spelling of a name for the Strike story. Igo

editing was observed on hard copy, although'copy editors durin; the de-
,

briaing discussed infrequent occasions In which they edit haid copy---

such as extremely long stories which must be cut extensively.
-

Copy editors were Observed writing headliries on the VDT without pencil.

.
. .

.

and raper. Copy editors made extensive use of the conveniences bufit into

the system---sach as automatic headline cOunt. This'enapled copy editors

to attempt Many different ideas for headlines---what one called during
a

the de-briefing "trial and error° headline writing. -Copy editors appeav to

,

be mure willing to try different word combinations and count them, in less

me, it appears, than with hard copy. Many"&ifferent "offerings" are

.made to the slot editor, and. he often makes a selection -from the two or

three headllnep writtenwitha given story, and moves the chOice to the'

news editor. Tiie observation data indicate many forms of exurimentation

in he4dline writing 'and, of course, .the possibility that many copy editors

1/4

may work on the same headline, at the same time if deadline is nea4,---as
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was dolke with hard copy systems.

Research Question Three:
-

P

'

4 a.

(3) What are the mqjor-copy editing ta4ks completed 4n the video display

pkL:minal?..What major ce5'y editor-tasks4are completed employing pencil and/oro

.

paper7

1
Findings of coritent data gathered,from selected stories handle 5by -copy

4 I

'editors and observation on the national desk . .typr of task p formed

during copy editing, -and the time devoted.to rel4ed decisions dftr,
.

n

day. Results of pie arialysis ate ipresented Atp`Abie 1. 'Qbserv tasks are

-. displayed in Figure 1. The content analygeis.daia fndickqe t In these selected
-

t . '
1

, , 1 . .

stories copy editor; made more style change,idecisions and s oryiShortening .,

/
,

.

, 4 , 0 ' i
\

a l'

decisions per paragraph than
A
any of the other c tegories. 'Howeyer, the level

of changes w,a low, with less than one change er paragraph. And as ob-
.. .

,

servations indicated, changes were made at the rim Zeveli, and.no at the
/

, ,. . .,; \ .
.

, / .

r

.

-

slot or news editor levels. In the eopy flow gystem, thei.key giekdgiers
,

,

are the rimOopy editors. Data in,Table 1 suport this pOinl,.
1

Copy editors invariably'cdmbine, stories froi the multiple versiohs

,

-provided hy the wire services. Rather than provide onl one Istory'Oor
.

the rim copy editor, the`nation'al editor will delegate consideiable.gate-

keeping by providing,all signiffcant versions of a given stincy to,the

rim copy editor for selection-rejection, and for combination. TheA

combination proceis wis observed to be similar across' copy editors:

--story identification numbers are located on the hard copy and keypunched'

into the electronic editing system during a star search. Using a cOmbin-
;

ation procedure on the VDT, the copy editor temporarily.stores the first

.

story And-searches for the second story. The process is repeated

,

until. all desiredversOhs are combined into one long version on the screen

.44
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ft
of the copy eaitor. The editor fhen proceeds to edit by deleting large%

i-
portions of the stories which aregnot needed in the final version. The

role of hard copy'varies in this editing task,'since Some stories.of
_

20

Considerable'lengthreqUire that hard copy be used as guide-in the editingL

trimming process. And the observer silo noted that the dekree oT usage

of hard copy 'may vary from individual to-indiyidual. . .

The time co* nsumed during the observation period was domlnated on the

national desk by copy editing at the VDT. Nearly every moment is coniumed

by some degree of copy editing of stOries by at least one copy editor,

V.

but more likely, by more than one copy editor. The second-leading task

performed at the VDT was headline writing, but at The Journal, it is

a Oistant second place in terms of tot'al time consumed using the VDT.

At The Journal, headline writing takes place throughout the day, with
.0".

a majority of stories assigned-headlines initially. However, these

headlines may change if a story is re-assigned to

assumption is that noneeof the stOrieswill be on
A

is constructed. Thu's, a rush of headline.rewriting dominates Figure I

immediately before each 'deadline, Copy editors work underideadline

page Cine---since the
741.

page one'when the budget

.pressure most frequently writing headlines, and editing copy'. 'The.
.

two deadlines experienced4by the hatidhal desk on this day indicate that.

most copy editing is done in a non-deadline situation. Cutline writing,

a minor task on the desk, involved comparatively much less work, since

cutlines Are produced.by anothek desk and read by national desk copy

-editors: Copylitting.cutlines is a major duty on this desk in the cutline
dr,

processing task. Very little time is spent in Correction.of.typographic

errors once these are published; only one incident was recorded, immediately

after the secondedition:deadline.

.
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TABLE 1

EDITLNG QHANGES PER PAAGRAPH'FOR SELECTED STORIES

. ._

Story Slug- Paragraphs Style Story Reorgan-r Rewrite Correct Grammar

. Copy Editdr ' 'Length,N Chani'e's Shorien- izing . Content .Error Correc-
3

IRS-Chris

IRS-Carroll

ITS-News editor

:BhuXto-Stuart.

'Bhutto-Carroll

BhUtto-News editor

Strik2-Roger

Strik2-Carroll

-1-

6.91

0.00

0.00

15 0.27

7 0.00

7 0.00

25 0.36

12 0.25
A

0.00Strik2-News editor - 12

S trike-Roger

Strike-Carroll

16 0.38

14 0.00

ing , Story

0.,36 0.09 0.18 0.09

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1.20. 0.33 0.33 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.60 0.04 0.00 0.00

0.25 0.25 0.08 0.08

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.38 r 0.06, 0.13- Q.00
4

0.00 0.14 0.00 .0.00

tion

0.00

o.o6

__.:0.00

.'s 0.00

0.00
...

0.00

A.04

0.00

0400

0.13

0.14

Combine
Stories

.

Sub-
heads

0.00 0.18

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.13 ...:...--#

0.00 ----*

O'.00 ----*

0.08 0.08

0.00 9.00

0.00 0.00

000 0.13

0.00_, 0.00,

.

. *According to Journal dtsk policy, a story edited to the length of Bhutto will not be given
smbheads. It was too short. $ ,

S.

3
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APPENDIX

NATIONAL DESK BUDGET, FEBRUARY 10, 1979

Listed below is tile budget created by ihe slot editor-of Th4 Jotkrnal

national desk, listIng.the news run of the desk for the day. This budget

competed against *pets fromee metropolitan and state desks for space in

the newspaper's editions for the day. Obviously, not all stories were used.

The budget, as prepared, in unedited form:

'AVITONAL DESK LIST FOR SATURDAYFEB. 10

PAGE ONE POSSIBILITIES I ,

.Iran, 3-36-2-, savage battles in Iran, sections of armed forces fighting

each other. Developing. Probab.ly over 20.* W/Morris below.

Cfiina, 3-36-2, U$ wafits China on Vietnam, Soviets angrir with China, too;

lots of related developpients. 20,25. (K)+ 4

Strike, 36; Mardi Gras saved as New Orleans gives into police demands.

Around 15.

,

'> Mel, 36a, art sought, owner of Mel's Sporting Goods may be final victim

atty Hearst and SLA. Around 15.
.

Food, 3-36a-2, 2/ond col., Gear& McGovern becomes a,recruit ta Ronald
McDonald's army. Around 20. \

MorriS, 24a, art avAilable, veteran LA Times reporter killed in iran%

Around 10. . -J

0i12,. 36, exing wup story on reduced gas deliveries. Around 20. (K)

Bhutto, 24a, many:new appeals to spare Bhutto. Around 10.
4

16.

- Flood, 36,'FBI asked to probe jury tampering,in Flood case. .Under 15. (K):

*Story length in column inches.

+Indicates story will be' killed or updated after Latest I editiOn.°
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A )
4,

.
:.

IRS, 36, gives grouxrd'on private schdol rules'. Under 15.
.. -.

..- .

s'
. v. -,

Farm, 36, Carter'in n rvieITkasbd news Tor farmers,.other dqvq.. .

Around 15. - -..7
.. , . ,

. ,
. .

4. t.* .

., ,4, .-
.

.

. -
.

; Ettate, 36, yicicky's $766 milliin tate.ads.,wido,2 youtU sons, Megan,
_. ,.

Marshack and some musums.- Around 20: (K).

. 0. _

Taee, 24a, famed ,southdrri poet, dies.--Under 10.,

Obits, Stock bed, several.othgr deaths. Under 10.

.

.

41

BRIEFS--- econjmy, draft, Lee Marvin, Carter campaign, Love.Canal, torture'

report, Zole, Concorde, People, police, Britain, refugees, Italy. (K).

one 8 pica shortyesty.

Belt.only--- Shang.

Ola

11'1r'

2s 1.

I.
4
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14dhris later.stated that the VDT she did:not like to use was "hanging

up on the body Count. It has:for several weeks." By this, ahe was

stating that.the machine WAS mechanically freezing when a copy editor

commanded it to automatically count the length of a story on the screen.

Rathey than face this problem, she simply selected another machine.

15Carf011 explained.the need for this notation on the budget during

a de-briefing session following the observation day!s end. This is standard

procedure on the copy desk.

16T1e wire trim contains seV'enteen Associated Press stories and eight

United Press International etorieslransmitted between 5:30 and 6:41 a.m.

17
The Bhutto story was given to Stuaet in three formsl a UPI story

from Pakistan, and two.,.NeWYgrk Times-News Service stories also from

Pakistan. The times copy indluded a first lead write through which was

transmitted about four hous .ifter the original stories. Stuart reduced

the volume of copy to 8.1 eolunin inches of the type liased on The

Times versions. Carroll, in slotting,sfurther reduced the cOpy to 8.0

inches by deleting one line of type. The story became overset for the

Belt'edition.
'Al

18The message was unclear to the observer. It began with "Do not ..."

- but could not be recorded accurately due to the speed it was flashing

across the screen. Apparently,-Ifrom de-briefing discussion, the message

was a reaction to an erroneous command given the computer, which started

aicyclical warning message. .

19The telephone call is from 4 Journal edftorial writer in WasAington,

D.C. The writer has attended a meeting with President dartet thd

previous afternoon and plans to file a story with the national desk.

Carroll in 'a de-briefing, recalled that he promised the reporter to talk

to the news editor abbut the story and would determine whether this story. .

would affect the overall China coverage for the day's editions.'" The 'reporter

said he'mpuld call back in later in the'morning.

20
At a de-briefing, Carroll could not recall the nature of the convirL

sation:

e 21At a de-briefing; the matter was explained, Usual Eqyle for People
e

ta to combine material by using ellipses instead-of normal punctuation.

22At the copy desk of The Journal a headline.order also iEldicates

a veciffc range for story length. A story with a 36-point headline

order, for example, will normally 1)4 edited to about twenty column inchep

of type. Accent copy will be placed in i queue for the Accent editor,to

slot.. Accent copy is undated as a rule aneused as need aemands.- It

is usually handled by the national desk several diys ahead of publication,

often a Week ahead of schedule, and on occasion, even longer than.a

week.

23At this point, the role of the VDT is diminished in the decision-

making process. biscussion of updating the important Iran story centers

7.4
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exclusively upon the harcf copy from .the wire printers, and te electronic-
versions in the editing system are ignored.

24Story in its original form totalled fifty-five colimin inches. Chris

was asked by Carrollito trim the story to fifteen to twenty column,inFhes,
a task typical.of the assignments on the national desk.

15.Carroll is completing his.siiift in the slot. Roger'will serve as -

slot for the afternoon's editing through the Sunday States edition while
Carl performs his role as,national editor...The difference ti that for
,Saturday's Latest I and Latest Carroll performed both roles. For
the larger Sunday editions, there is simply too great a volume'0 Copy to
monitor and slot for pne.person, Cahrl said in an interview on January 30, 1979.

26The diagram was suggested by &similar presentation by Grey, p. 426.
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